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QUESTION 1

Which statement about staff members on a project is TRUE? 

A. Staff members cannot be participants. 

B. Staff members can create an action item on the project. 

C. Staff members can only be resources; they cannot be roles. 

D. A resource must be a staff member to enter time against the project. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

After you run the Post Transactions to Financial job, you notice that a Cost Could Not Be Found error appears in the
Transactions Error Log. To investigate the error, you verify that a cost matrix is established and associated with the
investment. What else should you do? 

A. Check the dates in the matrix. 

B. Check if the status of the transaction is On Hold. 

C. Check that financial properties are enabled for the matrix. 

D. Validate that the input type code is active, if there is one assigned. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Sue White is a project owner and wants to track the Total Planned Cost ($350,000) and Total Planned Benefit
($400,000) because she will need to compare the actual totals at the end of the project to the planned totals. She does
not need to A. Create custom attributes to hold the values. 

B. Use the Budget subpage to capture the data as totals because this is all the detail she needs. 

C. Enter the information in her work breakdown structure (WBS) under tasks identified as Planned Cost and Planned
Benefit. 

D. Calculate the monthly planned cost and monthly planned benefit by resource roles and then use the Cost Plan and
Budget Plan to enter the data in monthly buckets by role. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4
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A customer has set up their department Organizational Breakdown Structure (CBS) and completed the financial settings
from the CA Clarity PPM Administration menu. They have also created several departments from the Home menu.
However, these new departments are not viewable from the Department CBS browse on projects. Why might this
happen? 

A. Departments have not been associated with a service. 

B. Departments have not been manually added to the Department CBS. 

C. Departments have not been assigned a Business Relationship Manager. 

D. The locations selected on the projects have not been associated to the department. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 5

You need to restrict project editing rights for project managers to the projects within their own team. Which best practice
should you follow? 

A. Assign the Project - Edit or Project - Edit Management right (as appropriate), based on the team\\'s project
Organizational Breakdown Structure (OBS), to the selected users directly. 

B. Create a security group with the team\\'s project OBS-based Project - Edit Management right and associate users to
that group. 

C. Create a security group with the Global Project - Edit Management right and associate users to that group. 

D. Assign the Global Project - Edit right to the selected users directly. 

Correct Answer: B 
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